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Using still images in films with iMovie
Introduction
We can use .jpg formatted image files as visual elements within movies. The Apple iMovie video editing 
application makes this easy. Make sure that you copyright permissions to use the images, and that they are of 
sufficiently high quality. They should be at least 1024x768 pixels in size, and preferably 300 dpi. Photos taken on 
digital cameras and good phones should be fine.

There are three key ways in which you might use still images:

As cutaways. The image fills the screen for a short time, but the audio from the main video shot continues to 
play. The image then disappears and we return to seeing the main video. Cutaways can be used to add 
interest or to show something in more detail.
As the main shot with a voice over recording or music. The image fills the screen, but there is no main 
video shot. The movie might even be built as a series of images with audio, rather than video.
As a picture in picture or split screen. The image occupies part of the frame, over the top of the main video 
shot.

Getting an image into iMovie
There are two ways to get an image file into iMovie. You could import it into the Apple 
Photos application, and then add it through this link in the Libraries panel:

Or you can put the image onto the Desktop of the Mac (or better still, in a folder set up to contain your video 
resources) and drag it into iMovie, dropping it in your movie timeline approximately where you want it to be (and 
then adjust the position and length it displays),

Main shot, cutaway, picture in picture, split screen
What happens to your image when you add it to the timeline depends on where you drop it. If 
you drop it over the top of video footage, it becomes a cutaway. You can then change it to a 
picture in picture. Otherwise, if you drop the image into the timeline before, between or after 
video footage, it becomes a main shot in itself. You can then drag its edges to lengthen or 
shorten the time it appears on the screen.

Image dropped 
onto video

Picture in picture and split screen

Use this to choose how the image appears

Choose the required setting from the drop down list

Resize and reposition the image in the shot.

Add borders, fade, drop-shadow

Crop or add Ken Burns Drag the yellow frame 
to change duration

Images can be resized as they appear in the movie. Or you can add a 
Ken Burns effect - where the camera seems to drift across the image, 
zoom in or zoom out. Select the image, then the crop tool. 

Change to Ken Burns, then set the starting frame and the ending frame. iMovie 
will do the rest, smoothly animating between the start and end.

Voiceovers
Click on the voice over icon to add audio 
commentary onto your video.


